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Abstract: We are in the development boom of high quality performance robotic platforms
that emulate human activities that require skills or exhaustive training. Here, we find juggling
machines that are used not only to replicate the human role, but also to study systems
with oscillator behavior, multi-agent interaction, and coordination between physical and
computational elements. Based on this, a juggling model based on hybrid systems and energy
shaping is proposed, which resembles in a high degree the performance of the physical
process. Due to its definition, it allows to interconnect multiple systems and interact to
achieve synchronization with different communication topologies. In addition, a juggler physical
platform has been developed and implemented to evaluate the model designed. This development
allows arranging different interaction configurations, where jugglers simulated in a computer
interact with physical platforms, which trajectory reference is also computer-based. All these
elements are presented in a thorough manner as a cyber-physical system.
Keywords: Hybrid Systems, Synchronization, Cyber-physical Systems, Juggler, Oscillators,
Multiple Agents, Hybrid Equations Toolbox.
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1948, when Wiener pioneered the conjunction of control and communication, he would have never imagined
what the Cybernetics would trigger in this era. Cyber
Physical Systems (CPS) understood as smart networked
systems with an orchestration of computational algorithms
and physical components (Lee (2008)) are transforming
the way people interact with engineered systems, so it
is important to focus on its progress and development.
Innovation in this area includes sectors such as agriculture, energy, transportation, building design and automation, health-care, and manufacturing (NSF (2016)). In
this sense, these applications will integrate computing,
control, sensing and networking in a complete system,
which will perform in real-time, based on modeling, design
and analysis techniques (NITRD (2015)). Classical control
theory is not enough to analyze software and networks
integration based on communications, which modify the
dynamics of the physical systems. The new relationships
require new models with novel structures in order to deal
with distributed systems that are in permanent change.
This arises as the basis to support the increase in worldwide investments in CPS research. The security sector and
competitiveness of a country will be directly related to its
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development. There is a shared concern to establish new
principles to face this kind of systems in order to implement them in the society. This leads to focus economic
resources to develop methods, tools and hardware and
software components together with test-beds for validation
of these principles (NSF (2016)).
Since 1970s, juggling has been broadly studied, starting
with C. Shanon in MIT, who created juggling machines
and related balls positions with the actions of hands.
Robots capable of juggling are designed and built both
to increase and test understanding and theories of human movement, juggling, and robotics (Beek and Lewbel (1995)). A juggling machine serves as a basis for
more sophisticated automatons. Juggling has many of the
same aspects as ordinary life where accurately anticipating
events and organizing current actions are required.
So far there have been proposed different approaches to
model, develop, implement and simulate a juggler type
platform. Among these we find a proposal that divides the
movement in specific states (Reist and D’Andrea (2009,
2012)), while others present a hybrid systems approach
(Tian et al. (2013); Sanfelice et al. (2007)). Likewise,
several variations of the physical platform have been developed, in some cases restricting some degrees of freedom
(Tian et al. (2013); Ronsse et al. (2007)), or even with
an unconstrained bouncing element (Reist and D’Andrea
(2009)). Variations of the bouncing element selection have
also been implemented. For example, in (Ronsse et al.

(2007)), a disk with an air hockey table juggler system
is used, while in (Reist and D’Andrea (2012); Tian et al.
(2013)) a ball is employed, which defines the restitution
coefficient dynamical parameter.
Most researchers took the so-called mirror algorithm,
which stablishes the robot machine motion, based on a
translation of the trajectory of the ball. It is based on
not having perfect information of the state of the ball and
starts on an energy analysis in order to stabilize its vertical
motion.
Based on this, we propose a juggling robots network,
composed of single agents that pursue to maintain a ball
stable, through impacts. An improved design tool has been
implemented for each robot specification, modeling and
analysis based on hybrid systems theory, which handles
temporal dynamics with multiform time with continuous
and discrete behaviors. This is obtained on the basis of a
platform composed by a concave plate driven by a linear
actuator and a ping-pong ball with unrestricted movement
(Jiménez-Leudo et al. (2015)).
The system arises as a CPS application in which software
based algorithms react to encoders and microphone data,
by issuing control signals via servomotors to the physical
platforms. Furthermore, it includes software with timing
constraints that defines it within the real-time systems
group, where operating system level scheduling strategies,
plays a central role. Each juggler robot has to be controlled
and commands must be executed within a range of time
in order to achieve juggling. Therefore, there is dedicated
target computer hardware connected to the physical system, which is in charge of running the software models and
executing it in real time in order to perform the physical
tasks.
The system involves multiple platforms interacting over
communication networks where considerable attention is
paid to the media access control techniques and their
effects on system dynamic. The measurement required to
accomplish the task successfully, is minimal. With only an
impact detector executed by a microphone, it is possible
to achieve juggling and the system will behave as desired,
without the need of processing a lot of information, a
very complex instrumentation, or spending high amounts
of money. In this application, time synchronization in
background is involved in order to allow virtual-physical
interactions.
The interaction of jugglers, specifically its synchronization,
is a rich mean to research new approaches and strategies to synchronize oscillating agents as energy renewal
distributed generators which current signals must meet
minimum phase and frequency requirements in order to
get interconnected. At the same time, modeling the oscillating robots and their interactions presents a basis for
modeling oscillating elements where order emerges to reach
a desired behavior. In fact, when emitting lights of atoms
get synchronized, it is possible to have the laser which is
part of surgerys current technologies. Based on global time
synchronization it possible to have the GPS localization,
which allows your cellphones and driving advisors to guide
you and generate traffic reports. Based on brain biological
oscillators synchronization, our bodies adjust the circadian

cycles to regulate temperature, sleep duration, memory
and attention peaks. The test beds proposed here reflect
in a simpler way the same behavior of these processes and
essential details of interaction, so strategies here proposed
are valid for model and implement in greater scale. Furthermore, it is easier to implement a novel propose in a
testbed network before that in real systems.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we propose a hybrid model for juggling, where
we gather all the elements that participate in the process
in a thorough manner. Then, this model is simulated for
different initial conditions, where its performance is evaluated. Here, we define the inputs and outputs that allow
multi-agent interaction, which is presented in Section 3.
We propose and simulate different topologies and synchronization techniques, followed by a physical implementation
description in Section 4. Here, we present the description
of the hardware design, arranged to allow computational
and physical systems interaction. Then, in Section 5 we
present a discussion of results, where we include an advantages and disadvantages comparison of each stage of
the solution proposed. Finally we present in Section 6 the
main conclusions of the work developed and an analysis of
the contribution provided.
2. HYBRID MODEL FOR JUGGLING
The juggler performance is based on the mirror algorithm,
calculating the reference trajectory for the robot based on
the estimated position of the ball although it remains with
constant acceleration. It also compares the balls actual and
desired energy in order to act and make them equal. Thus,
the robot corrects any perturbation in regards to this
difference, provided by the impact time detection. Based
on this, it is desired that the platform hit the ball and
changes its movement sense but doing equals its velocities
magnitudes before and after the impact. As a result, the
ball will regulate its height apex in each bounce, according
to the energy reference.
2.1 Modeling
Processes that involve impacts present a change of behavior when the bodies collide, so it is worthy to analyze the
impacts from a discrete approach with difference equations
and the rest of the process with a continuous approach
with differential equations. According to this, a general
hybrid system model is obtained based on (Goebel et al.
(2009); Sanfelice et al. (2013, 2014)) as follows:

ẋ ∈ F (x)
x∈C
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where F : R ⇒ R and G : R ⇒ Rn are set valued
functions, and C ⊂ Rn and D ⊂ Rn are sets. F is the flow
map, which generates a differential equation, while G is
the jump map, which generates a difference equation. The
flow set C indicates, where flow may occur while the set
D indicates where jumps may occur.
The juggling problem is modeled as a hybrid dynamic system, which state x ∈ R6 is defined as x = [ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 , ξ4 , τ, e]> ,
where:

ξ1 : ball height
ξ2 : ball velocity
ξ3 : platf orm height
ξ4 : platf orm velocity
τ : T imer (time since last impact)
e : Energy of the ball.
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Here, uid = [uiτ , uiE ]> is the input, ydi ∈ R2 is the output
of the system, γ = 9.81 is the gravitational constant,
and ρ = 0.914 is the coefficient of restitution at impacts,
(Jiménez-Leudo et al. (2015)).
The function g1 in (2) defines a jump in the position of
the platform, which will occur in each impact with the
ball in order to get ready for the next impact. In addition,
g2 in (2) establishes the velocity of the platform after each
impact, in order to reach the next impact with velocity v
and constant acceleration a = 5.
The desired maximum height of the ball in each bounce
is ha = uγE as it is appreciated in Figure 1, where uE is
the input that establishes the desired energy for the ball.
Given that,
the desired time between impacts is given by
√
2uE
td = 2 γ . The function t0 = ξ4 (1 + ρ) γ2 + ρτ is the
time until the next impact. In order to ensure the constant
energy condition |ξ2 | = |ξ2+ |, the required velocity of the
−t0 ρ)
platform at impact is v = γ2 (td1+ρ
.

Fig. 1. Jump Map Process. Here, the position of the ball ξ1
(red) and the position of the platform ξ3 and velocity
ξ4 (green) are shown. t0 is calculated as the time of
next bounce. td is the desired period for each bounce.
v is the desired velocity for the platform in the impact,
to change the period of the ball from t0 to td .
function θ, shown in Figure 2, is a set value function,
defined to eliminate this phase difference:
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Based on this, the platform jump functions are defined as:
g1 (ud ) = −( at20 + v + kθ)t0 ,
g2 (ud ) = at0 + v + kθ.
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(5)

Here, k is a gain constant and θ is the phase difference
normalized, between the τ state and the uτ input. The
1 The super-index i will be used only when multiple jugglers are
used.
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Fig. 2. θ set valued function behavior. A modification is
proposed in the v velocity in order to take into account
the offset in the impact instants of the master and the
slave juggler.
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Since θ is calculated in each jump, the τ + state will always
be 0 and the phase will only depend on the input.
√
Based on the fact that ξ2 + = ξ4 (1 + ρ) + ρ 2ei , and
taking into account that before an impact, the velocity of
the platform is positive, the impact will impose a change
of sign in the velocity of the ball, what implies that the
platform will be below the ball after each impact i.e.,
ξ1 ≥ ξ3 .
The flow and jump sets are defined taking into account
that at each jump, D maps to C. Thereby, when the state
belongs to D, then ξ1 ≤ ξ3 and ξ2 ≤ 0. We have to ensure
ξ2
that ξ3+ ≤ ξ1+ . Based on ξ3+ = [γξ1 + 22 ](− γ82 [ a2 − γ 1−ρ
1+ρ ]),
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This will be

fulfilled if we ensure that every impact will occur at ξ1 ≥ 0.
Based on this, the system will not remain forever in one
of the sets.
2.2 Single Juggling Simulation
The simulation of the hybrid systems are developed using
the toolbox of (Sanfelice et al. (2014)). The platform
follows a trajectory with constant acceleration, in order
to achieve the required impact state. This behavior is
proposed only for modeling, because platform’s jumps are
not feasible in implementation. However, this modeled
trajectory is thought as the reference that the physical
platform has to track. The goal is that the apex of the
ball keeps constant in each bounce, due to constant energy
input uE . Initial conditions are defined for simulation,
proposing a situation where the ball starts from the highest
position of the bounce with zero velocity and the platform
comes ready to hit it in zero position. This initial state
of the ball may be consistent or not with the uE energy
input.
• Consistent Initial Conditions: Figure 3 shows simulation with ud = [uτ , uE ] = [0, γ2 ]. In this case t0 = td ,
while the input uE remains constant.
For this first case, the initial conditions are consistent
with the energy input uE , i.e., the initial conditions
take into account that the ball is following a trajectory with uE constant energy. As t0 depends on ξ4 and
τ , the initial conditions are determinant to achieve the
desired behavior.
• Inconsistent Initial Conditions: Figure 4 presents a
case where the initial conditions of the ball impose an
initial energy different from the constant energy input
uE , and ud = [uτ , uE ] = [0, γ2 ]. In this case, the jump
map defined in (5) is responsible for correcting the
behavior of the ball in 2 impacts. In the first impact,
t0 will be different from td , but the platform takes into
account this difference in v to let them equal after
the second impact, shown in Figure 1. This results
in single juggling where the ball follows the energy
input, in spite of the deviation of the initial energy of
the ball.
3. SYNCHRONIZATION OF MULTIPLE JUGGLERS
Since the juggler model has already reached the goals
proposed, it is possible to interconnect two jugglers and
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Fig. 3. Single Juggling with ud = [uτ , uE ]> = [0, γ2 ].
Hybrid system model simulation allows the position
of the ball ξ1 (blue) to show free falling behavior until
is hit by the platform. Also the platform’s position
ξ3 (green) jumps with each impact, allowing to reach
the impact velocity desired with constant acceleration. The nominal impact position is 0 for further
convenience. The initial conditions are consistent with
the input energy value.
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Fig. 4. Single Juggling for initial conditions that differ from
the energy input value, with ud = [uτ , uE ]> = [0, γ2 ].
Here, we show the position of the ball ξ1 (blue) and
the position of the platform ξ3 (green).

make both balls to achieve the same energy. This means
that the balls will achieve the same height in each bounce.
The next target will be to make the balls not only to
have the same energy but also the same impact instant
(synchronization). In this path, we have proposed different interaction topologies between multiple systems, their
models and simulations. First, we present the MasterSlave configuration, including more than 2 systems and
a desynchronization variation. Then, we have studied an
interconnection configuration.

3.1 Master-Slave
Two Systems Synchronization As a first approach, a
master-slave configuration is proposed. Let Hm and Hs
be Hi models for the master and the slave, respectively.
The connection between the systems is shown in Figure 5.
Both Hi models are implemented in Simulink, in order to
simulate the synchronization between the two juggler systems. The objective is that, based on the communication,
ξ1s and ξ2s will track ξ1m and ξ2m , allowing synchronization
for apex heights (frequency) and impact instants (phase),
even with different initial conditions for each juggler.

Hm : M asterJuggler
um
d

ũm
d

ycm

Hm

In Figure 6 we show a situation where k = 0 in 5.
In this case, the jump map will not achieve successfully
the objective proposed. Specifically, the jump map is just
taking into account an amplitude synchronization, i.e., the
energy of the salve ball will reach the energy of the master
ball. In order to achieve the phase synchronization, i.e., to
make the impact instants coincide, the value of the gain
has been set as k = −1, based on empirical tuning.

Figure 7 shows the result of this change in simulation.
Full synchronization is achieved in less than 12 impacts
(value that depends on the difference of initial conditions),
where the master juggler behavior remains constants as
time progresses and the slave ball seeks to track the master
ball. This is achieved based on the hits that the slave
juggler schedule (based on the energy and the time since
last impact of the master ball).
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Fig. 5. To achieve synchronization between jugglers, a
master slave configuration is proposed. The time since
last impact and the energy of the ball of the master
juggler are communicated to the slave juggler, using
hybrid models for the jugglers (Hm , Hs ).
m m >
m
m >
m
are the input
Here, um
d = [uτ , uE ] , yc = [τ , e ]
s
and output of the master, respectively. ud = [usτ , usE ]> ,
ycs = [τ s , es ]> are the input and output of the slave,
respectively. The interconnection is given by usd = ycm .
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Fig. 7. Multiple Juggling Synchronization, k = −1. The
master hybrid system Hm is represented by its ball
(blue) and platform (green) position. The slave hybrid
system Hs is also represented by its ball (red) and its
platform (black) position. States synchronization of
Hm and Hs is achieved based on Equation (5).
N Systems Synchronization Based on this result, a modification on the topology is proposed such that a chain
of multiple jugglers are connected, where each one is the
slave of the preceding and is master of the next one.
This is illustrated in Figure 8, where we have n juggler
hybrid systems. Here, u1d = [u1τ , u1E ]> and for i = 2 : n,
uid = [uiτ , uiE ]> = yci−1 = [τ i−1 , ei−1 ]> .
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Fig. 6. Amplitude Synchronization, k = 0. The master
hybrid system Hm is represented by its ball (blue) and
platform (green) position. The slave hybrid system Hs
is also represented by its ball (red) and its platform
(black) position. Amplitude Synchronization of Hm
and Hs is achieved in 2 impacts.
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Fig. 8. Chain Synchronization Topology. A multi-agent
topology is proposed, such that each Juggler Hybrid
System is the slave of the preceding agent and is the
master of the next one. The time since last impact
and the energy of each ball are communicated.

The simulation of this topology is presented in Figure 9
with n = 6. In this case u1d = [0, γ2 ]. After 20 impacts the
6 jugglers are achieving synchronization, such that the H1
behavior remains constant while the remaining jugglers
track it as time progresses.
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Fig. 9. Multiple Juggling Synchronization with chain
topology. The first hybrid system H1 is represented
by its ball (blue) and platform (black) position. The
slaves hybrid systems Hi with i = 2, . . . , 6 are also
represented by their balls (cyan) and their platforms
(green) position. States synchronization of H1 to H6
is achieved based on Equation (5).
Two Systems Desynchronization Another modification
is proposed in order to achieve desynchronization with
the configuration of Figure 5, i.e., when the master ball
is in the highest position of the bounce, the slave ball
will be impacting the platform and when the master ball
is impacting the platform, the slave ball will be in the
highest position of its bounce. The platform jump function
remains as in (5) but the θ function for the slave is now
defined as:
uτ γ
− 0.5.
θ(uτ , uE ) = √
8uE

(7)

The simulation of desyncronization is shown in Figure 10,
where the initial conditions are the same as in Figure 6.
Full desynchronization is achieved in less than 13 impacts.

Fig. 10. Desynchronization with k = −1 and master-slave
configuration . The master hybrid system Hm is represented by its ball (blue) and platform (green) position.
The slave hybrid system Hs is also represented by its
ball (red) and its platform (black) position.
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H2 : Juggler2
Fig. 11. To achieve synchronization between jugglers, an
interconnection configuration is proposed. The time
since last impact and the energy of the ball of each
juggler are communicated to the other one, using
hybrid models for the jugglers (H1 , H2 ).
time than in the Master-Slave synchronization, although
the frequency and phase synchronization are successfully
achieved in less than 14 seconds for the initial conditions
proposed.

3.2 Interconnection
Following this work line, we analyze now an interconnection configuration. In this case, the input of each juggler is
connected to the output of the other, as shown in Figure
11.
Here, u1d = [u1τ , u1E ]> , yc1 = [τ 1 , e1 ]> are the input and
output of the master, respectively. u2d = [u2τ , u2E ]> , yc2 =
[τ 2 , e2 ]> are the input and output of the slave, respectively,
and the interconnection is given by u1d = yc2 and u2d = yc1 .
The simulation of this configuration is presented in Figure 12. In this case, the synchronization takes more

4. CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEM
These models are implemented in the physical jugglers
which design and development is described in (JiménezLeudo et al. (2015)) and illustrated in Figure 13. Briefly
describing the hardware and physical implementation: the
physical juggler is composed by XPC Target for realtime Simulink implementation, Yaskawa servomotors and
amplifiers, an exlar actuator, a concave paddle, and a pingpong ball. Based on the concavity of the paddle, the ball
will bounce in the platform until the platform’s movement
stops.

The hardware implementation is completely adapted in
order to allow simulink models and trajectories to be
compiled and executed in the Target PC. Any voltage
between the limits of the power supply (±5.5V) might be
sent to the servomotor what will generate its movement.
A control system must be designed in order to make the
servomotor to have the behavior desired.
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Identification
In the direction of obtaining an inputoutput model of the servomotor behavior, an identification
process is proposed in which a voltage step is sent as the
input and the response and its derivative are evaluated
with the “ident” Matlab toolbox. The model found is
linear and is a suitable approximation due to it will be
used only to tune the controller and develop simulations.
−5.8014
The transfer function found is: s(s+5.2138)
. The linear time
invariant state-space model is:

t(s)


Fig. 12. Multiple Juggling Synchronization. The first hybrid system H1 is represented by its ball (blue) and
platform (green) position. The second hybrid system
H2 is also represented by its ball (red) and its platform
(black) position. States synchronization of H1 and
H2 is achieved based on (5) equation and Figure 11
configuration.
The synchronization techniques are modeled and simulated with the Hybrid systems toolbox (Sanfelice et al.,
2014), and then are implemented in the physical jugglers.
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Here, x1 is the linear position of the actuator in [m] and
x2 is its velocity in [m/s].
Controller A state feedback controller is designed (after
finding that the system is completely controllable) to
allow the servomotor to track the position trajectory. The
system’s poles are initially at 0 and at −5.2138. It is
proposed a state-feedback gain of K = [−0.0077 −
0.000625] in order to place the poles at −0.0086 and
at −5.2091, which will make the system faster and will
remove the integrator that causes instability.
Observer An observer is designed (after finding that the
system is completely observable) to have an estimation
of the value of the state-variables. Here, the poles are
desired to be located at −550 and −560 which is achieved
with a gain of L = [1100 302240]> . This gain is located
according to the scheme of Figure 14.

Fig. 13. Implementation Scheme. In the Host PC the
H blocks represent the hybrid models of equation
(2), which provide the position reference for the
servomotor. The Target PC transmit the voltages in
real time to the servomotor and read the current
position from the encoder. Based on this position,
a virtual platform is able to achieve synchronization
with the physical one.
4.1 Single Juggling
The platform behavior is continuous but the point of
interest is its impact velocity (which, based on momentum
conservation law, will make the ball leave the platform
with the desired velocity ξ2+ ). So the linear actuator must
move arbitrarily as long as it arrives to the impact instant
with the position and velocity desired. Therefore, we
propose that the hybrid juggler model delivers the position
reference ξ3 (including the jumps in the position and
velocity) that the servomotor must track, as illustrated
in Figure 13.

Fig. 14. Control Scheme. The reference r is the ξ3 and
ξ4 states of the Simulink hybrid model of the juggler.
The signal u is the input in volts and y is the position
in m, of the platform. A controller is proposed to make
the signal y reach the reference value in the impact
instant (just before a jump). And observer is designed
to estimate the state value from the output.
Initial Condition In order to have control of the initial
condition of the ball, an initial trajectory is proposed for
the juggler. At time t = 0 both the ball and the juggler

are at rest. The juggler will follow a trajectory that will
take off the ball and through 2 or 3 impacts, it will make
the ball achieve the desired initial apex. This process is
illustrated in Figure 15.

This allows to deal with the processing delay of the audio
signal and avoid it to harm the juggling process.
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Fig. 15. Initial trajectory of the juggler, tracked with a
PID controller. The ball is taken off of the platform
and it achieves the desired apex height (0.3m) after 2
impacts.
The state-feedback control proposed does not work to follow this initial trajectory, so a PID controller with a derivative filter is designed. It switches to the state-feedback
controller once the desired initial apex is achieved. Likewise the reference trajectory for the platform switches from
this initial trajectory to the output of the hybrid system
modeled with the toolbox.
Sensing In order to have feedback of the state of the
juggler, a microphone is implemented to detect the impact
instant. An audio signal analysis is developed based on
amplitude recognition to evaluate when an impact has
occurred and this will replace the jump condition that is
defined in the jump set 3. Now,
D = {(ξ, η) | ξ1 ≤ ξ3 , ξ2 ≤ 0, η > 0},
(10)
where η is the signal provided by the sensor, which is 1
when an impact has been detected and 0 otherwise. In case
an impact has already occurred and the sensor does not
detect it, a timer will trigger the jump after a time limit,
based on an estimation of the ball current state (taking
into account that the energy of the ball remains constant
while the ball is in flight).
The result after implementation is shown in Figure 16,
where the reference and the physical platform position
are plotted. We can manipulate the initial condition with
the first 2 impacts, where the PID allows to take off
the ball from the platform when they both start at rest.
As proposed before, the controller successfully allows the
platform to track the desired state in the impact instant.
The microphone signal after processed, sends a digital
value that indicates if an impact has been detected and it
triggers the jump for the juggler hybrid model and hence
to the reference ξ3 , as illustrated in Figure 13. As shown
in Figure 16 there are some impacts that are not detected,
but based on the ball state estimation, a time window is
designed such that if it is exceeded, a jump is triggered.

Fig. 16. Implementation and impact detection. The physical platform tracks the reference trajectory in order to
reach the impact instant with the desired state. The
initial trajectory is tracked with a PID controller and
for the rest of the process an state-feedback controller
is implemented. A microphone is employed as the
impact sensor and it triggers the jump indicating that
an impact has occurred and that the platform should
get ready for the next impact.
4.2 Multiple Juggling
After implementing single juggling in the physical platform, we propose the multiple juggling implementation allowing interaction configurations between the two physical
platforms and virtual jugglers (represented by the CAD
3D drawing in Figure 13). Based on this the results are
presented bellow.
Master-Slave First, a Master-Slave configuration is proposed, where the master juggler is a physical platform
and the slave is a virtual juggler. In this case, both systems start with the same initial conditions, but with a
phase shift in time. This results in two systems juggling,
whose balls achieve the same 0.3m maximum height in
each bounce. After 5 seconds and interconnection is commanded from the output of the Master, to the input of
the Slave. The balls achieve synchronization successfully
11 seconds later, as shown in Figure 17.
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Fig. 17. Synchronization implementation with MasterSlave configuration. The impact detection signals are
presented, the master ball (blue) remains in constant
behavior while the slave ball (red) corrects its position
in order to reach the first one.

Then, in order to implement the Figure 10 process, the
Master-Slave configuration is preserved, but the initial
condition is identically the same for both systems. After
5 seconds, the interconnection is commanded with the
desynchronization function of equation (7). As shown in
Figure 18, full desynchronization is achieved 5 seconds
later. In this case, when the Master ball is in the height
apex of its bounce, the Slave ball is impacting the platform.
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Fig. 18. Desynchronization implementation with MasterSlave configuration. The impact detection signals are
presented, the master ball (blue) remains in constant
behavior while the slave ball (red) corrects its position
in order to reach be as far as possible from the first
one.
Interconnection Finally, the interconnection configuration of Figure 11 is implemented. The objective in this case
is achieve synchronization, so the initial conditions differ
again by a time lapse. After 5 seconds the interconnection
between the systems is commanded, with the difference
that the output of each juggler is connected to the input
of the other. In this case, synchronization is achieved
12 seconds later, but the apex height of each bounce in
which they find a consensus is not as the initial. Although
they start with 0.3m apex height in each bounce, they
synchronize in 0.2595m for the specific initial situation
described.
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Fig. 19. Synchronization implementation with interconnection configuration. The impact detection signals are
presented, the first ball (blue) and the second ball
(red) pursue each other until they reach synchronization.

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
As shown in Equation (2), we have proposed a hybrid
model for juggling, which includes the ball, the platform
and all the signals required to allow multi-agent interaction. This is a great feature, due to the analysis of the
behavior may be developed focusing only in one system
and not in separated systems for each element of the

juggler. The energy shaped propose allows to require minimum information communication, which results in achieve
synchronization successfully without the need of complex
sensing systems. As the energy represents the state of
the juggler, the stability analysis may be done based on
the stability anylisis of the energy along the bounces.
If not impact information is provided, a ball estimation
must be employed in order to obtain the energy of the
system. Although it does not present high accuracy in the
knowledge of the real behavior of the system, is a good
approach to achieve juggling.
Regarding the multi-agent interaction models, it is really
important to tune the k gain of Equation (5) in a acceptable value that allows to achieve synchronization, staying
within the restrictions of the systems, e.g., maximum
servomotor velocity, maximum servomotor acceleration,
maximum servomotor input voltage, or actuator slider
length. When comparing the results found implementing
synchronization purpose, the Master-Slave configuration
allows to achieve synchronization in less jumps than the
interconnection configuration. Nevertheless, both systems
do not allow to achieve synchronization in the same apex
height of the bounces of the balls. If a specific apex height
is desired for the synchronization, the best option is to
employ the Master-Slave configuration, where the Slave
will reach the apex height imposed by the Master. If the
objective is to reach a state where both systems try to
interact with the other, the interconnection configuration
will be a better option.
When implementing the physical platforms, some requirements have to be satisfied. In order to develop real-time
system, a dedicated target computer with its corresponding hardware must be arranged. This would increase the
application cost, but certainly will ensure the correct performance of the system and will allow to take decisions
(like control laws) at the appropriated time. The initial
condition trajectory is the required start point to allow interaction between multiple systems, even to achieve single
juggling. Due to the impact detection is being developed
with audio analysis, when multiple physical platforms
configurations are being tested, each of them must be
as isolated as possible from the other, to prevent detect
an alien ball or unexpected perturbations. In spite all
this requirements, the physical implementation is the best
option to evaluate model accuracy, and to define cyberphysical interactions, where virtual and real systems met
together to test synchronization techniques, communication topologies, hardware efficiency, among others.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The juggling process has been modeled as a hybrid system
with a flow map and a jump map that allow the ball to
follow a trajectory with an specified energy. Furthermore,
the impacts may be shifted in time, based on a timer
input that indicates the impact instant desired. This jump
map corrects inconsistencies between the energy reference
and the current energy of the ball and allows to define
multi-agent interaction. The model presents robustness
to physical parameters changes, so it may be applied
to different juggler system designs. Single juggling is
fully simulated with the Hybrid Equations Toolbox and

implemented in a physical juggler, allowing the ball to have
constant desired energy through the bounces.
Multiple agent topologies are proposed in order to achieve
synchronization between the balls involved. A MasterSlave synchronization is modeled in order to make the slave
ball track the movement of the master ball in frequency
and phase. By means of a modification in the jump map,
desynchronization is successfully achieved maintaining the
Master-Slave topology. Then, an interconnection configuration is modeled where two jugglers try to track the state
of the other by connecting the output of each one to the
input of the other. All techniques has been simulated in
Simulink and implemented in two physical jugglers.
In implementation, an state-feedback is designed to make
a servomotor with a linear actuator track the position
reference provided by the hybrid model. Likewise, minimum information is being sensed with a microphone that
provides an audio signal, in which it is possible to detect
that an impact has occurred and it is delivered as the signal
that triggers the jumps. The hardware propose allows
to implement different synchronization techniques, communication topologies and interaction configuration that
includes consensus between physical and virtual systems.
For a future work, a stability analysis of the hybrid model
is proposed, where the behavior when the time tends to
infinity is studied. Likewise, it is a point of study to reduce
the cost of the hardware elements implemented, in order
to achieve a low-cost system with simple and accessible
replication.
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